TOWN OF LYONS PLANNING AND COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT
COMMISSION

AGENDA
Monday, April 25, 2022 – 7:00 PM
Join Zoom Meeting
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/86743554749?
pwd=OHI0T3dVMm5kZldwcDhza1dweVRBQT09
Meeting ID: 867 4355 4749
Passcode: 380388
One tap mobile
+13462487799,,86743554749# US (Houston)
+16699006833,,86743554749# US (San Jose)
1. Roll Call
2. Swearing In Of New Commissioner Megan Kram
Documents:
OATH OF OFFICE MEGAN KRAM.PDF
3. Approval Of January 24, 2022 PCDC Meeting Minutes
Documents:
PCDC MINUTES 01.24.2022.PDF
4. Approval Of January 27, 2022 PCDC Special Meeting Minutes
Documents:
PCDC MINUTES SPECIAL MEETING 01.27.2022 FINAL.PDF
5. Public Workshop
5.I. Lyons Thrive Comprehensive Plan Update
Documents:
3_1_LYONSTHRIVE_PCDC_UPDATE_04.25.22.PDF

5.I. Lyons Thrive Comprehensive Plan Update
Documents:
3_1_LYONSTHRIVE_PCDC_UPDATE_04.25.22.PDF
5.I.i. Discussion Growth Area Opportunities
5.I.ii. Next Steps
5.I.iii. Status Update
6. Adjourn

OATH
STATE OF COLORADO,
BOULDER COUNTY,
TOWN OF LYONS

OF

OFFICE

)
) ss.

)

Megan Kram:
Do you solemnly swear that you will support the Constitution of the United States and of the State of Colorado,
and the Ordinances of the Town of Lyons, and faithfully perform the duties of the Planning and Community
Development Commission, upon which you are about to enter.

____________________________________________
Signature

___________________
Date

Subscribed and sworn to before me this ___________ Day of _________________________, 2022.

________________________________________________________
Marissa Davis, Deputy Town Clerk
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Monday, January 24, 2022 – 7:00 PM
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Join Zoom Meeting
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/89185981625?pwd=R3RFZjV2czRMb3NaWU9FSEg1OTRiQT09
Meeting ID: 891 8598 1625
Passcode: 528535
One tap mobile
+13462487799,,89185981625# US (Houston)
+16699006833,,89185981625# US (San Jose)

12 I. Roll Call- Present: Chair Hamrick, Commissioner Farrell, Commissioner Scott, Commissioner Dreistadt,
13
Commissioner Petrey, Commissioner Evers, Absent: Commissioner Pogemiller, (7:01pm)
14
15 II. Approval of November 22, 2021 Meeting Minutes
16
Motion: to approve 11/22/2021 Meeting Minutes, Action: Approve, Moved by Commissioner Evers,
17
Seconded by Commissioner Scott Vote: 6-0
18
19 III. Audience Business- None at this time
20
21 IV. Public Hearings
22
1. PCDC Res. 2022-01: Zoning Text Amendment- Parks and Open Space Zoning District Solar Uses
23
Planner Strom Presented the staff report. Asked for public comment and no comments.
24
Motion: to approve PCDC Res. 2022-01: Zoning Text Amendment – Parks and Open Space Zoning
25
District Solar Uses, Action: Approve, Moved by Commissioner Dreistadt, Seconded by
26
Commissioner Scott Vote: 6-0
27
28
2. PCDC Res. 2022-02: Lyons Hotel Development Plan Review
29
Commissioner Dreistadt At the request of the PCDC/BOT interviews were conducted with local
30
businesses about commercial design guidelines. The hotel was brought up during these interviews. I
31
feel that he can still be objective with the comp plan and municipal code. Commissioner Pogemiller I
32
have had unsolicited inputs from other parties and feels that this will not influence his decision.
33
Commissioner Petrey I was in the same meetings and same situation as Commissioner Dreistadt
34
doing interviews and feel that he can still be objective. Commissioner Farrell I am on five boards for
35
the town and have heard many comments regarding the Lyons Hotel Development. I feel that I can be
36
objective. Chair Hamrick I talked to a local business owner and got input on parking and I can remain
37
impartial and unbiased Commissioner Scott I talked to administrator Simonsen about this development
38
and processes. I feel like I can be objective. Planner Strom Presented the staff report. Commissioner
39
Farrell the parking lot that is proposed is within 700 ft. Planner Strom it would need a text amendment
40
by the board to be further than 700 ft. Commissioner Dreistadt At what strategies should we be looking
41
at the 2010 Comp Plan has comments about parking. To what extent should be value those in your
42
evaluation. Planner Strom this should be up to the commissioners since we are in the process of a
43
new Comp Plan. Commissioner Dreistadt Developments must meet downtown parking requirements in
44
2010 comp plan and must meet future parking needs so the town should have a part. Commissioner
45
Evers how do we apply section 16 article 8. It does say 1 space per guest bedroom and there are
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other uses in this proposal like a restaurant and employees so we will need more that 79 spaces. It
does say off street parking can be used for employees. Planner Strom our code doesn’t state this
clearly Commissioner Pogemiller is the maximum number in that lot 49? Planner Strom our code
doesn’t direct mixed use commercial directly. They are stating that they would use a valet service and
stack them very closely. Commissioner Evers the 24 off street spaces, does the town lot have 49 and
they are only asking for 24 of them? Planner Strom they are stating that it can park 24 and 49 is
through a valet service is what they are stating Commissioner Evers the two loading spots in front
does, that take away from the demand in the valet service? Is there is an email from Chris Jain? Are
his recommendations included in your report? Planner Strom, yes, this is included, he is satisfied that
it will be provided in the permit application and wanted to make sure the Broadway project is a part of
this. Commissioner Evers there is a concern from CDPHE as far as demand and is this no longer a
concern. Planner Storm they are saying all of the current loads can be met now with initial
assumptions, but they haven’t decided on the sizes of their fixtures, and this will impact the water use
and will need to be provided in the permit application. Commissioner Petrey Using the 25 parking
spaces in the US 36 Multi Model Project that project is in a planning mode. Why can the applicant use
these when the plan does not have a completion date yet. Planner Strom the funding is in place and
the design contract is in place. They are anticipating construction in about a year from now. It is a bit
early, and the funding is in place, and it is moving forward. Commissioner Petrey what happens if this
project gets cancelled and the parking spots are not available. Planner Strom this could be a condition
on the approval. CDOT had approved the space in front of that and maybe we could condition that in
the development agreement. Commissioner Petrey it seems that the parking need for a hotel is longer
term parking. It seems to me that they will consume parking over night or for the day and take away
parking for other businesses. Is there a flaw in the LMC that the parking for a hotel can be met for on
street parking? Planner Strom, valid point; maybe the applicant can speak to this more for long term
vehicles. Commissioner Petrey, the design of the hotel does not have to meet design guidelines for
the commercial downtown. Planner Strom there are not design guidelines for commercial. We are
working on this but there are no design guidelines. Commissioner Petrey we can look to the Comp
Plan there is comments and defines community character. They should have a brick sandstone look.
Ensure new development is compatible and does not overtake the character. I would like the applicant
to comment on this. Commissioner Dreistadt I feel the same as commissioner Petrey and land use
speaks to bicycle accommodation and I see no reference to this. The proposed alley will that be public
or private? Will that be for patrons and employees? Will there be indication of this? If you put together
the pedestrian safety references will there, be a visual crossing for vehicle crossing? Commissioner
Farrell on the UEB request the stormwater report needs to be updated? Commissioner Farrell
consider different taps for different business. Utilities Director Caplan, the UEB is responding this way
because they don’t know all the uses for the other businesses. There could be a restaurant and
laundry and we need that to be clear for water demand. We may require them to get a larger tap
because of higher water needs. Chair Hamrick, adequate water pressure for fire and wastewater
downstream lines. Is that too late in the process to wait for building permit? Director Caplan we have
discussed this and more and the initial submissions look good, and these details need to be looked
into. Applicant presented their report. Commissioner Pogemiller there is mention of a valet lot. Where
is this location and frequency of the use? Rosi Dennet, Planner for Lyons Hotel-That is valet during the
high peak times. It will include both parking lots and can add 5 more spaces at the hotel and we will
have 30 mores spaces added with the valet parking. We can add 25 at the south the parking lot east
of the post office if the Board of Trustees is interested in entering into an agreement with us on the use
of this lot. We can also use the north parking with valet, and they can add lots of cars. We would use
this in the high season. Commissioner Scott When you take 100% occupancy are you thinking
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weekends or weekdays? If the business is more on the weekends, then this might help us understand
the parking. I know it was mentioned 70% year-round. In the summer the elementary school is not
open and that can be used. Rosi Dennet In order to have valet service it needs to be peak season
May- October. There may not be as much need during the week, but we want it to be available. Adam
Cassidy, Hotel Consultant It will be 2 years of development and 2 years of building the business and it
will be much higher in the peak season with right now being low season. Commissioner Scott I think
100% is more on weekends only and then shared parking would be available. Commissioner
Pogemiller In the comp plan from 2010 it talks about fitting in with the neighborhood and I don’t see
how a three-story hotel fits in with the surrounding neighborhood. How will this work going forward?
How will this impact downtown with one and 2 story buildings? Rosi Dennet for years the town has
been looking at improving downtown and having a three-story downtown would be something that may
start a stronger downtown and are sustainable rather than going out. This has been my understanding
of the comp plan is to revitalize the downtown and I understand that this is the bigger one and it will
stand out. We also have been trying to meet the design standards. Dave Lee, Architect for Lyons
Hotel- we read the comp plan to be the dense area in town and learning denser downtown is
reasonable. We are trying to create a variant and rhythm to break apart the height. Main Street is
made up of varying architect. If you did a streetscape there is not consistent standard for downtown.
The future of your downtown will have more three story and more density. Commissioner Evers I
would like someone to describe what some of the uses might be for the retail spaces? Adam Cassidy,
Hotel Consultant we are in early stages of design. For the time being the rooftop is intended to be a
bar lounge with a food offering approximately 1500 square feet. The main floor would service a
breakfast offering of a café grab and go store front. The other space would be a restaurant that would
service the meeting rooms and the outdoor patio and courtyard.
Public Comments:
Chrystal Decoster, 113 5th Ave.- See attached comments.
Jessica Van Antwerp, 223 Chackow Road Lyons, Co- This town needs something like this and I was
excited to see. How many empty suites are there? These businesses downtown cannot survive for
more than a couple of years. There was once two grocery stores and a doctor’s office, and the traffic is
not enough to sustain themselves. How else will this town attract the people to make a business a
successful endeavor rather than a pipe dream that dies a slow agonizing death. In addition to create
new opportunities for new endeavors a hotel will create jobs. What if locals could work locally instead
of commuting to Boulder or Longmont. What about providing housing for local’s friends and family that
come to visit and the guests from the music festivals and wedding venues that this town hosts. Not
everyone has guest rooms in their homes and can accommodate travels. A hotel would allow friends
and families to stay in this town to enjoy its charm and support its businesses and not spend all of their
money on accommodations and shopping in Boulder or Longmont. These developers have a vision for
Lyons they are locals too and want the best for this community. They want to contribute to this town
because they see its charm and they want passersby to become stoppers in to explore the town
through a multi-day stay rather than a one-hour layover on their way to Estes. They have done a
wonderful job researching the town’s vision for its future and designing it to fit within that vision even
stewarding it forward. They have already began listening to the community and address the concerns.
This is the ultimate lesson in nature things are constantly changing here is a huge opportunity in this to
work with the developers and find creative solutions to the problems that have been presented. Feel
empowered to your voice that is what this meeting is about coming together as a community and
making this the best possible addition. Preserving what makes this place so special.
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Eric Kean, 741 Baker Longmont, CO and owner of Mainstage Brewing on Main Street in Lyons. I am
in favor of this hotel moving forward and being built once the process is complete. There are some
issues that they have addressed well. The hotel with have a direct economic impact, their sales tax
impacts and the jobs that they will create is phenomenal. We struggle to hire local because there are
not enough base jobs for people to work so they end up moving to Longmont and Boulder so that they
can work two jobs if necessary. So, building a solid base of entry level jobs would be fantastic and
would benefit a lot of the businesses around town. The indirect impact to local business has not been
addressed much. We give away so much revenue when every single wedding guest in town and a
festivarian wants a place to stay they go to Longmont and Boulder. We really need to look at ways to
keep this hotel here in Lyons. Any sacrifices that need to be made should be. A hotel is something that
this town is really needing. Wee Casa and A Lodge do the best they can to provide the capacity in the
winter but in the summer, they are booked nonstop. We give away so much money. I feel strongly
about this and I spent 2018-2020 on the board of directors for visit Longmont and we work specifically
with hotels every day to address their concerns boost their lodging and see what we could do to fill the
gaps and the role that they play in the economy here is incredible and helped Longmont grow to what
it is now and I think we can do the same in Lyons while maintaining our incredible character. Parking is
a big issue and will continue to be a big issue in the Town of Lyons and will be until the town
addresses this issue. Most towns go out of their way to support businesses like this and provide
parking and open service lots that are in lower demand in order to support business like this. In order
to address parking in the town is on a systemic town wide basis. There are many creative ideas but
restricting business development because of a systemic problem does not seem like the right
approach for town government. In closing Moss Rock hit me up when we were open and they are
active passionate full of Lyons type of people that you can ask for. They will be wonderful business
owners in town and not being corporate will be wonderful to have in town. These opportunities don’t
come along every day. I recommend that PCDC approve this tonight so that they can get to the next
step in their process.
Danielle Lynn 423 Reese Street Lyons, Co- I want touch on the one space per room is being met. I
wanted to ask about the other public spaces if they have been considered parking spaces. Also, I
wanted to touch on architectural character and provide suggestions for consideration. Lyons character
is eclectic. We don’t have brick around so maybe can look at varied siding like stucco and the bonuses
are it is cheaper than brick. I think the hotel could benefit from a more eclectic vibe. Maybe break apart
the buildings instead of one big one. Boulder requires that 3 stories be set back from the street to help
with pedestrians. I understand Lyons doesn’t have this requirement, but maybe that is something we
could look at be stepping it back by five feet with balconies. Perhaps that would help it blend in more.
Edward Kean, 228 Welch Drive lived here for about 28 years, and I am really encouraged by this and
excited for Lyons to have a nice hotel and it sounds like there will be a lot of assistance as far as
parking. I want to address to encourage PCDC and the BOT and the staff to deal with our grand
children’s children of what this hotel means and by what, I mean by this is climate change. This is
probably in later steps with design. Our comp plan which also refers to Lyons Sustainability Action
Plan from 2019 and I am asking if we can drill into what sustainability means where I would like to see
it go is where how much fossil fuels sent in the air and make sure our grand kids will have a habitual
planet to live on.
Chloe Kitzinger Prospect Lyons, Co- I wanted to know about handicap accessibility, and I am
wondering about the fire truck and if they can reach 3 stories. How does that affect parking? Will there
be handicap parking?
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Gil Sparks 2169 Apple Valley Road, I am a retired attorney and have experience working on things
like this and have worked on community economic development. I am a member of the LCF, on the
Library District Board, a member of the Parks and Recreation Commission and the LAHC. I have
routinely been sitting in on the EVC and the BOT Meetings. I have a feeling of the direction that the
community wants to go. I have also had the opportunity meet Edna and Anyes and I have volunteered
to assist them in anyway that I can help them. I was able to help them at the community meeting when
they presented their plans. Recently I gave a presentation to the Lyons Chamber of Commerce Board.
I have had the opportunity to work on this proposal and believe that this is in the best interest of the
community. This brings a lot of economic benefits to the community, and I know Edna and Anyes have
considered community input throughout the process you have heard from Philip that this is code
compliant. The initial concepts will be refined they are moving forward with a rustic luxury concept in
keeping with the character of the community. They work worked with local Colorado hotel consults and
have invest personal resources in this. I urge you to approve their application and move it forward to
the BOT.
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Betsy Burton, 1308 Apple Valley Road Lyons, CO- We have been in this town for 24 years and done
many businesses in Lyons including the Stone Cup, the Farmette the other being Riverbend we have
done a lot and seen a lot. Over the last year and half, we have been fortunate to get to know Anyes
and Edna. They are amazing people to be able to put the resources in our town and that they want to.
It is amazing that people would come into a town and dive in headfirst financially and I know that a lot
of people don’t know them very well, but we do and have faith in what they are doing. We know the
town needs a hotel. We have been through the studies for many years. I am excited that it would be
good place for out-of-town visitors. We have a wedding venue, and it would be good for our business
and for a lot of people in town. We know that there are many hoops that need to be jumped through
design being one of them. There are a lot of things, and this has our full endorsement.
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Mike Whipp 1308 Apple Valley Road Lyons, CO- Been in town for 24 years. We have been involved
in many businesses and we own Riverbend. When it was the primary source of low-income housing
when it was a mobile home park. We were forced to change use. We now own two wedding venues.
Last year we hosted 120 weddings this year we are going to host 170 because we have opened up
weekdays. Our guests would like to have a place to stay in town. I also sit on the board for Planet
Bluegrass, to say that I am not biased would be a lie. We need to build our economy for a sustainable
town. This would help that. We are bringing people to town and our guests would like to spend their
money here. I am so happy that the comp plan is being brought up we were active in the 2010 Comp
Plan. It was very much in the spirit of the comp plan, and this is what we envisioned in the Comp Plan.
We are looking forward to this.
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Mike Yeager, 1285 170th West Place Broomfield, CO - Upholstery shop owner across the street. I
support this project. The parking does impact me, and I am not going to bring it up here. I think that it
is in the spirit of growth in town. Hopefully it happens before the 3–4-year timeframe. It is a small town
and doesn’t have to be the smallest town. I wanted to state my support. Everything looks fantastic.
They have taken everyone’s concerns in account.
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Andy Clark, 140 Walnut Louisville, CO.- I am not worthy of what should or should not happen in
Lyons. I have been coming to Lyons for many years. At my short time at Moxie (355 Main St) town hall
has been very kind and supporting us. It is tough in Lyons in the winter. I would love to leniency in
supporting signage for small business. There is this dense of fish that swim up to Estes Park and you
have to get your pole in and catch. In the Summer nobody can stop for long enough to veer off unless
they had plans to go there. In the winter the few folks that whiz past say I wonder what that is. We are
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begging with the town to allow us to put signs on the street to lure people. This has happened in the
Louisville location and has been helpful. It seems that there is a lot of division about what the future
vision.
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Jasmine Lok 13780 North St. Vrain Drive Lyons, CO - I am co-owner of Mayama Movement studio in
town and have lived in this community for 22 years. I support growth and the efforts of Anyes and
Edna. I know that there are obstacles and desires in our community to keep it wonderful. I know that
we want to keep the fabric of Lyons and there is room and I think it is essential. I work downtown every
day and I see how empty businesses are everyday even on the weekends. We need people to stop
and partake and then we need them to go home. With this hotel it will happen. They are going to come
and stop and talk about Lyons and then they will go home. As a business owner we risk everything
and to have someone local these are people that are living here. It feels draining that this is happening
in our community. I want to encourage the commissioners to support this. We need to hear the need of
the community it is tough to have a business in town. They are working hard. Every word that is cast in
social media hurts and it is a lot of risk. I am hopeful.
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Parker Johnson, 382 Apple Valley Lyons, CO - I want to reiterate what Eric Kean said. The town of
Lyons needs to solve its own parking problems. Boulder is a perfect example of that had to do to
accommodate the parking. We could float a municipal bond on the contingency of the motel and take a
portion of the revenues and go buy Steve McCains lot and build a parking structure. He can hold us
hostage and charge too much money. That can be worked out through imminent domain, three
attorneys and appraisals. The PCDC needs to take it upon themselves, this is the opportunity to get
very proactive on solving the parking issue and this is not the private sectors problem to solve this.
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Neil Sullivan 7 Eagle Nest Lyons, CO - As a business operator in town this project would be a windfall
for all businesses on Main Street. They are locals running independent businesses like the rest of us.
This brings huge character advantage and strength to our town that we need to continue to build on
and support each other. As a prior Planning Commissioner in this town that served for six years, it is
often easy to put ourselves in the position of policing; feeling like we must fend off worst case
scenarios. The town has the opportunity - going forward to facilitate progress and this is the pathway
forward making sure that this gets done right. There is a friend of mine that is having business
decisions in Louisville with the Planning Commission and the town board the Town was offering them
10 years with no sales tax. Just to come into town and build a business. There is separate town in
Superior trying to lure away Lyons businesses to provide them real estate and water incentives. All of
us business owners are not greedy, and everybody benefits from good growth. The fact that Moss
Rock has been following the law and the comprehensive plan and taking into heart everyone as far as
needs. I am 100 % for this. I encourage the planning commission to get behind this and continue to
make this town as good as it can be.
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Diane Dandeneau, 197 2nd Ave. Lyons, Co- I am very supportive of this project. I have a Lyons base
national solar footprint company and work out of my house. I look forward to bringing in colleagues to
town and bring more business to Lyons. I am excited to be able to do that. There is so many
perspectives and benefits that this hotel and broad scope. I think this will be a strong anchor. I am very
excited about that. They have been very proactive to peoples concerns.
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LaVern Johnson, 238 High Street Lyons, CO- I have been here all of my life the town does need
help. We just went to the board to support Lyons Good Old Days and they didn’t have enough money
to do that. Then they would come to Lyons and buy here. It would be a great thing. It is hard to
visualize. Moss Rock found a good place we should all support them.
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Public Comments closed (10:04pm)
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Break taken (10:04PM-10:10pm)
Lyons Communications Internet services when out of service for maintenance at 10:00pm
Commissioner Dreistadt having difficulty joining due to loss of internet service.
David Lee, Architect I was remiss in not addressing the green building design, accessibility for disable
and sustainable efforts. Members of the Ecology board brought up a lot of creative ideas. Our firm is
LEAD certified we know about these issues and as a Colorado native. We are aware of these
standards it is just early to talk about. Hopefully we will get to the next phase of design, and I would
love to meet with the ecology board and get some of their ideas. At this point we are not planning on
becoming a LEAD certified building. I have done a platinum LEAD certified hotels. While we are
committed to these practices LEAD is not something that we what to commit to at this time. The
practices are things we employ anyway. whether you get LEAD certified or not. This project will be
fully accessible. It is an interesting site, there is about 4 ½ foot of fall. The sidewalk slopes. We have
created and outdoor seating area on the corner and to keep that accessible we have push that into the
ground. You can access it from on grade on the 4th Ave. side there will also be steps from the public
sidewalk to get there. Accessibility will be provided. There will be elevators and a lower walkout
basement. We do have bike parking identified in our plans. We have met with the fire chief on what we
can provide for safety. The courtyard is there to get to the different sides of the building which is one of
the reasons why we did the courtyard so that they could access all sides of the building. There is also
building codes that we have to meet for fire safety.
Commissioner Scott where would employees park for an 8-hour shift? Rosi Dennett, the staff would
need to park the farthest away in the southern parking lot assuming we can work out and agreement
with the town. Adam Cassidy, we do anticipate somewhere in the 100-employee range across the day
with 25 employees in the building at one time. We will be looking for public transportation, encourage
carpooling and hope that local residents would apply. Commissioner Evers, the code says that we
need 4 handicap parking spaces, why are there only 3 in the proposal? David Lee, we have 3 plus a
van accessible which would make four. John James, Architect for Lyons Hotel We show 3 and I
thought that is what the code says.
Commissioner Dreistadt has rejoined the meeting at 10:24pm
Rosi Dennet I was able to look at the code it says that the 4 handicap spaces in a lot of 176 spaces,
but I don’t think this is a requirement we will work with staff on this. Planner Strom our code does
require IBC so it is required for ADA requirements
Public Hearing is now Closed 10:29pm
Motion: to approve with conditions Moved by: Commissioner Petrey Seconded by: Commissioner
Farrell
Commissioner Farrell We don’t live in a static world, or a static community and Lyons must grow and
change. We cannot tell a business how to run we can advise as a PCDC. We hope this can still
happen between Moss Rock and Lyons and it is a reminder that it is our responsibility to create
infrastructure, handle the waste, create sustainable, create traffic design etc. and we should be held to
that accountably. We have traffic studies, parking studies with good plans and it tis the towns
responsibility to implement these planes. It is not a perfect system, and it will change, and it will grow.
This takes development and fees to provide these services. We must follow our 2010 Comp Plan as it
is required by LMC. The Comp plan is the guiding principle. It is important to point out that the
comprehensive plan is a well-balanced plan for our communities’ goals. We need to invest in the
community for our concerned citizens. Moss Rock please take these in to consideration. The LMC
talks about efficient off site traffic circulation and not have hazards conditions to traffic and pedestrian.
I am concerned by the letter written by Chris Jain. I appreciate that it was included. The agreement to
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share the use of the town parking lot. I recommend that we recommend other town lots beyond 700 ft
and that the wastewater treatment plant is very underutilized. Maybe provide a shuttle service. UEB
the 8 requests are necessary for addressing for the application. I like the ecology board’s
recommendations and would like to suggest that Moss Rock consider solar panels, two electric vehicle
charging stations, composting and recycling, partner with the botanical gardens to seek input on native
plants and limit outdoor lighting to meet dark skies. Even though there isn’t a Wildland Urban Interface
adopted for the town yet. Fire is the biggest threat to the town. I would encourage Moss Rock to
consider fire mitigation and safety protocols into their design standards as well as create an
evacuation plan. Please take these as suggestions.
Motion: Add as a condition of approval the town to provide a written assessment if comp plan 1.1.3
on page 7 and sustainable design development principles on page 82 and if not met then application
to comply with the comprehensive plan Moved by: Commissioner Petrey Seconded by
Commissioner Pogemiller Commissioner Petrey there are two parts of the comp plan that may not be
met. Read sections of the 2010 comp plan. Commissioner Evers I think that the actionable result
would be Philp to reiterate this to the BOT and I don’t think this is a necessary motion. Commissioner
Petrey some hotels have retail, and some don’t this is more than a hotel. It is improper to evaluate the
property just because it has hotel in the name. Commissioner Pogemiller the code is vague, and I
would appreciate town staff to reevaluate this. Commissioner Petrey I don’t think that the code is
vague. This code has multiple things that apply. I don’t think you can argue that this is vague. Chair
Hamrick, there is lots of potential opportunities to look at needs. Could we make a recommendation of
a more will thought out plan? I think that this a big issue that needs to be addressed. I am not sure if
this should be a condition or if we can hash this out. Commissioner Evers I think we what staff to
determine is how do apply the parking code it is the overruling use? It is not common to pick and
choose parking unless the code tells you to. Now is the BOT even going to look at the code as much
as we are. We are not talking about the fact that the parking is a problem with this. I think that staff
should make a more precise recommendation Commissioner Petrey, that same section 16-8-30
section b When you say all permitted uses that is referring to the table above what has one use. It is
clear in the code that it talks about multiple uses. I don’t know that the town took into consideration
that it has 100 employees. Commissioner Evers I would agree. That is the language that needs to be
interpreted and staff needs to look at. Commissioner Petrey I think this committee needs to make sure
we have done a thorough job about looking at the comp plan and the LMC. We need to make sure that
we are doing right by all of the residents of the town. Chair Hamrick I think that parking is complicated
and would be difficult to caption in a motion should we instruct staff to come up with a more
comprehensive parking plan with Moss Rock. Does it make sense to instruct staff to go back and
work with Moss Rock? Attorney Dittman We need to vote on the motion on the table or direct staff.
Commissioner Farrell I would like this to be direction of staff. Commissioner Petry, Planner Strom I can
definitely take a deeper dive to coordinate with Moss Rock. This is not my position to find their
solution. I can look at the code and reevaluate. Commissioner Petrey I withdraw my motion
Commissioner Pogemiller I consent to the withdraw Commissioner Evers our job is to refer to the
code. The only things I see is to address parking which has been done. Everything else is a use by
right. There are guidelines that they pushed close too. I don’t see any reason not to approve this.
Commissioner Dreistadt There is a comment in the comp plan that indicates to me that the town
does have a role to accommodate future business parking needs. And it is appropriate for the town to
get involved. Actively work with town to identify ongoing improvements with the town to serve parking
needs and the overall needs of parking.
Motion: A condition be added to the approval stating that the applicant actively work with town to
identify ongoing improvements to serve the overall parking needs with the hotel and the overall
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businesses within the structure to approve PCDC Res. 2022-02: Lyons Hotel Development Plan
Review as amended, Action: Approve, Moved by Commissioner Dreistadt, Seconded by
Commissioner Farrell Vote: passes 6-1 Commissioner Evers voted no
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Commissioner Dreistadt make sure that there are visual cues where there is pedestrian
interface. With marking on sidewalks. Ask that they look at the opportunities in variation in the
facade or variation in materials. These are suggestions not conditions. Planner Strom I want to
confirm direction to staff Town staff to provide written assessment of Comprehensive Plan
section 1.1.3 on page 7 and Sustainable Design and Development Principles on page 82 have
been met. Town staff to reassess parking requirements in LMC 16-8-30 (a) and (b) given the
proposed hotel is a mixed-use development including hotel, restaurant, bar and retail
establishments.
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Motion: to approve PCDC Res. 2022-02: Lyons Hotel Development Plan Review as amended,
Action: Approve, Moved by Commissioner Petrey, Seconded by Commissioner Farrell Vote: 7-0
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3. PCDC Res. 2022-03: Planet Bluegrass Ranch Conditional Use Review of Site Plan and Associated
Keynotes
Chair Hamrick I recommend delaying this to another date. Attorney Dittman stated if the board wished
we could continue this to a date certain and wanted to know if staff and the applicant had a chance to
confer on this? Planner Strom I informed them that this could be a possibility and we did not talk
about dates. Commissioner Dreistadt asked if there was any specific urgency to this. Planner Strom
stated that there is a special meeting scheduled for this on February 9th however there is a special
meeting to hear the first reading on the annexation agreement on January 27th. Attorney Dittman
stated that the first reading would need to be rescheduled could be held the week of January 31st.
This is a problem that there is a massive internet outage, and it is 11:30pm.

394
Motion: Commissioner Farrell I moved to hold a special meeting on Thursday
the 27th 6:30pm Action: Approve, Moved by Commissioner Farrell, Seconded
395
396
by Commissioner Dreistadt Vote: passes 6-1 Commissioner Evers voted no
397
398
4. PCDC Res. 2022-04: Planet Bluegrass Farm Conditional Use Review of Site Plan and Associated
399
Keynotes
400
401 V. Adjourn
402
Motion: to adjourn meeting Moved by Commissioner Farrell Seconded by
403
Commissioner Scott Vote: 7-0
404
405
Respectfully Submitted by:
406
407
408
_______________________________
____________________________
409
Marissa Davis, Deputy Town Clerk
David Hamrick, Chair
410
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Join Zoom Meeting
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/82213479046?pwd=RGxwNmMzbGdLQzNTUTZjN252ZmlNdz09
Meeting ID: 822 1347 9046
Passcode: 305793
One tap mobile
+16699006833,,82213479046# US (San Jose)
+12532158782,,82213479046# US (Tacoma)
I.

Roll Call- Present: Chair Hamrick, Commissioner Farrell, Commissioner Scott, Commissioner
Dreistadt, Commissioner Petrey, Commissioner Pogemiller, Absent: Commissioner Evers, (6:31pm)

II. Audience Business- No Public Comment
III. Public Hearings

1.

2.

PCDC Res. 2022-03: Planet Bluegrass Ranch Conditional Use Review of Site Plan and
Associated Keynotes
Commissioner Scott would like to disclose that the traffic impact study was done by my former
employer. This will not affect my decision. Commissioner Dreistadt I had a meeting with the
applicant CEO on the topic of the proposed commercial design guidelines and it was referenced
this a process and I can be objective in my decision, Commissioner Petrey I was in the same
meeting as Commissioner Dreistadt, and I can be unbiased. Chair Hamrick if you look at the
aerial photographs I live in close proximity and can remain unbiased. Planner Strom Presented
the staff report. Applicant presented. Commissioner Farrell - there are some yurts that are on the
floodway will they be temporary or permanent? Zach Tucker, Planet Bluegrass General Manager
they would be permanent part of them will be used as dressing rooms for musicians and part of
them being glamping. Commissioner Farrell they will be used in conjunction with any events?
Zach Tucker yes Commissioner Farrell is there an ADU being built Zach Tucker yes Chair
Hamrick on the mid tiers you are asking for attendance to increase from 1000 to 3000. Can you
give me an estimate of what that looks like? Zach Tucker major event is Rocky Grass and Folks
Festival is 4500 so 3000 is a comfortable one-night number for a mid-tier event. Attorney Dittman
you don’t plan on this for an STR, so you plan on a deed restriction? Zach Tucker I am unsure,
but we can do whatever is needed. Rosi Dennett we will not be using as a STR.
Public Comment: No Comments
Close public hearing 7:27pm
Motion: PCDC Res. 2022-03: Planet Bluegrass Ranch Conditional Use Review of Site Plan and
Associated Keynotes with conditions recommended by staff Moved by: Commissioner Farrell
Seconded by: Commissioner Scott
Commissioner Dreistadt I wanted mention I did an independent review of the comp plan for each
location, and I did find substantial support from an economics perspective.
Vote passes unanimously 6-0
PCDC Res. 2022-04: Planet Bluegrass Farm Conditional Use Review of Site Plan and
Associated Keynotes
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Planner Strom Presented the staff report. Applicant presented.
Commissioner Scott after talking to neighbors you removed a bath house? Zach Tucker we are
removing the bath house to the south. Commissioner Dreistadt Can I get more details on the
fencing? Zach Tucker no fencing over the river. It will be a wire mesh fence and does exist on
the property on Apple Valley and a good deterrent to humans. Also called a livestock fence.
Commissioner Farrell I am wondering if there are easements with the County or Longmont water
line where the fence will go over it. Zach Tucker the fence on the map is a general drawing. Yes,
there are easements in that area. Rosi Dennett we will work with the town to get an
encroachment permit we don’t want it to impede traffic or allow parking; prefer walk in, we need
to work with staff on this. Commissioner Farrell will there be port o lets on the south side? Zach
Tucker yes Rosi Dennett the port o lets would be main event camping only Commissioner Farrell
will the ADU be a STR Zach Tucker no just a housing option for staff or owner. Commissioner
Scott you have major and minor how many? Zach Tucker Major 12 days in a year and we are
requesting 10 mid-tier events. Commissioner Scott does that meet under CDOT? Zach Tucker
yes Chair Hamrick Where are the wetlands or is it the whole area wetlands? Zach Tucker
Wetlands are a section along the road about halfway down and specified by the County on the
southernmost part of the property. Chair Hamrick are you using the wetlands for camping Zach
Tucker not we are planning on temporary fencing this Chari Hamrick is this 2 acres Zach Tucker
it is the festival style of camping everyone crams together. This was found by square footage
comparisons. Chair Hamrick are you removing trees? Zach Tucker no we are not planning on
grading and campers are used to camping around the area. Commissioner Scott was this a 2013
buyout? Zach Tucker after the flood the owners elected to sell it to us Commissioner Scott the
buyout properties are they deed restricted. Do they require the same permits that FEMA
requires? Planner Strom the deed restriction is put on it when the town bought the buyout
properties Rosi Dennett the town doesn’t own this property Attorney Dittman you removed
certain things in the documents. How do you propose to do this? Zach Tucker we propose to do
this before it is presented to the BOT. Attorney Dittman Would you be opposed to a condition?
Zach Tucker no
Public Comments:
Parker Johnson 382 Apple Valley Road Lyons, CO- the good-looking fence design idea was
stolen from me so of course I like it. Pulling the bath houses and the yurt is huge and I think this
in the spirit of compromise. Are you willing do a deed restriction? Can we just put this to rest
now? You keep coming before the boards. This does make sense. Planet Bluegrass is a great
thing for our town and all of us on Apple Valley love it and want to support it. In the spirit of good
faith can you say that you are done for a while? This would make the neighbors feel better. We
want Planet Bluegrass to succeed. Can we please make sure the port o lets get cleaned
frequently? I am sure the answer is yes.
Gil Sparks 2169 Apple Valley Road Lyons Co- I talked with Zach this afternoon and I feel this in
the best long-term commitment to the community. They have been a good neighbors and this is
a benefit for the community.
Public hearing Closed 7:53pm
Zach Tucker we can get the port o lets cleaned if they will be left there for any reason. Rosi
Dennett we can do a condition to remove the items Commissioner Dreistadt what we will be
doing is present a motion and then we may present additional conditions and those conditions
would be yurts bath house and cleaning of port o lets.
Motion: to approve with PCDC Res. 2022-04: Planet Bluegrass Farm Conditional Use Review of
Site Plan and Associated Keynotes with approved conditions by staff Moved by Commissioner
Scott Seconded by Commissioner Farrell
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Motion: Withdraw Yurts and bath house from south of the river Moved by Commissioner
Dreistadt Seconded by Commissioner Farrell Vote 6-0 passes unanimously
Motion: Clean the port o lets in between festivals as practical Moved by Commissioner
Dreistadt Seconded by Commissioner Pogemiller
Motion on the Motion: Port o lets are screened to the views of Apple Valley to the best of their
ability Moved by Commissioner Farrell Seconded by Commissioner Petrey
Commissioner Pogemiller I thought that they would be more central but maybe I understood this
wrong. Chair Hamrick Applicant can you respond? Zach Tucker We will have porta potties
everywhere that there is camping so it does include the north side of the river and the south side
of river in the south grazing area Commissioner Pogemiller was there plan to screen these?
Zach Tucker no plans to screens the porta potties.
Vote on Screening motion Vote 6-0 passes unanimously
Vote on the withdraw of yurts and bath hose motion as amended Vote 6-0 passes
unanimously
Commissioner Farrell I have some staff directions on numbers 5, 17, 18 there is redundancy and
should look at the language to clean up. It is related to the year-round rental of the Yurts and is
no longer necessary Attorney Dittman we will work with the applicant Commissioner Farrell the
permanent bridge and the scope of the item is much larger than everything else. A permanent
bridge seems out of scope, and I would propose and have to removed and have this be done
individually later.
Motion: to remove permanent bridge for the application Moved by: Commissioner Farrell
motion does not pass for lack of a second.
Vote on Motions as a as amended passed unanimously 6-0
Motion: Close the public hearing Moved by Commissioner Dreistadt Seconded by
Commissioner Pogemiller Vote Passes 6-0
Chair Hamrick Does February 15th work for the next meeting? Commissioner Farrell Let’s talk
about the WUI code on Feb 28th and talk about Comp Plan, a public comp meeting in March
Commissioner Dreistadt Can we talk about feedback for commercial design guidelines? Chair
Hamrick Next meeting February 15th
IV. Adjourn: Motion: to adjourn meeting Moved by Commissioner Farrell Seconded by: Commissioner

Pogemiller Vote: 6-0 Meeting adjourned at 8:16pm.

Respectfully Submitted by:
_______________________________
Marissa Davis, Deputy Town Clerk

____________________________
David Hamrick, Chair

PCDC
Update
COMPREHENSIVE PL AN
APRIL 25, 2022

Agenda
Status Update
Discussion: Growth Area
Opportunities
Next Steps

Meeting Objectives
• Provide an update on the
Lyons Thrive process
• Review and refine strategy and
desired outcomes for Growth
Areas outreach

Status update

Project Timeline

Plan Framework
What we’ve heard:
◦ Broad support for guiding principles and
goals generally
◦ Desire for additional detail/more goals in
some areas:
◦ Utilities and infrastructure
◦ Hazard mitigation

Growth Area
Opportunities

Current Land Use Guidance
2010 Lyons Planning Area Map
2016 Lyons Primary Planning Area Map(s)
Municipal Code (Chapter 16 – Zoning)
Commercial Design Standards (updated 2022)

Planning areas
• Town of Lyons
• Primary Planning Area
 Apple Valley Planning Area
 South St.Vrain Planning Area
 Eastern Corridor Planning Area
• IGA Areas

Objectives for June Outreach
Explore key policy choices for each planning
area based on:
◦ Existing conditions/planned improvements
◦ Input received to date
◦ Draft guiding principles and goals

Background information
• Land Area/Existing Land Use Characteristics
• Ownership
• Natural Features/Hazards
• Development Capacity
• Current Zoning
• Current IGA parameters (where applicable)
• What We’ve Heard

Objectives for Updated Plan
Establish a consolidated Future Land Use Plan
within the updated Comprehensive Plan that
includes:
◦
◦
◦
◦

Future Land Use Category definitions
Overall Future Land Use Map
Map and policy guidance for each planning area
Integrated 3-mile Plan polices (including all IGAs)

Recommendations regarding future updates
to zoning to implement the plan

KEY CHOICES AND TRADE-OFFS:

Downtown
Mix of uses
Scale of infill/redevelopment
Historic preservation
Parking

Neighborhood transitions/compatibility
Pedestrian and bicycle connectivity
(beyond Broadway improvements)

KEY CHOICES AND TRADE-OFFS:

Core Area Neighborhoods
Distinguish traditional neighborhoods, estate
residential, new neighborhoods (PDs)
Mix of housing types
Infill/redevelopment considerations
◦
◦
◦
◦

Scale
Neighborhood character
Infrastructure and services
Historic preservation

Multimodal connectivity

KEY CHOICES AND TRADE-OFFS:

Eastern Corridor (West of HWY 66)
Mix of uses
Scale of infill/redevelopment
Relationship to river corridor
Circulation and access
Pedestrian and bicycle connectivity

KEY CHOICES AND TRADE-OFFS:

Eastern Corridor (East of HWY 66)*
Confirm/refine direction established by
LPPA Plan:
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦

Vision
Mix of uses
Circulation and access
Infrastructure needs
Long-term development potential

KEY CHOICES AND TRADE-OFFS:

Cemex Area
Confirm/refine direction and
geographies established by IGA:
◦
◦
◦
◦

CEMEX PPA
CEMEX Municipal Facilities Area
CEMEX LIA/RPA
CEMEX LIA/RPA – General Industrial

KEY CHOICES AND TRADE-OFFS:

South St. Vrain Planning Area
Confirm/refine direction established by LPPA
Plan:
◦ Vision
◦ Long-term development potential (limited)

Map updates to reflect changes associated
with buyout properties

KEY CHOICES AND TRADE-OFFS:

Apple Valley Planning Area
Confirm/refine direction established
by LPPA Plan:
◦ Vision
◦ Long-term development potential (limited)

Map updates to reflect changes
associated with buyout properties

Next Steps

Next Steps
Synthesize results of Plan Framework outreach/flesh out policies: May-June (ongoing)
Targeted stakeholder follow-up (CEMEX, Public Works, Boulder County, CDOT): Week of May 23 or
May 30
Community/Stakeholder Engagement Series #2:

◦ Boards and Commissions Meeting: #1: June 16, 12:00-1:00pm (Hybrid)
◦ Boards and Commissions Meeting: #2: June 16, 5:00-6:00pm (In-person)
◦ Community Workshop: June 16, 6:30-8:30pm (In-person)
◦ Introductory presentation
◦ Area-specific stations and input opportunities

◦ Online engagement opportunity – through July 8

Joint Update: BOT/PCDC - July 11

